
DANIEL (1955-56)

98 9 / Proper attitudes to have in the Lord's service
99 -Preach on what is clear in God's Word.

Don't say anything publicly you don't think is right, and
don't give all the ifs, ands and buts
Don't get into needless arguments on minor points.

100 Have a duty to grapple with problems of 70 weeks of Dan. 9
101 9:24-27 Passage stresses the matter of sin.

Seems to point to First Coming of Christ.
How does kaphar relate to reconciliation?

Discussion of meaning of kaphar.

102 9:24 Vs. has to do with sin. Suggests First Coming
103/3 VS. suggests the atonement definitely.

103/7 Meaning of "going forth". Is it a divine command? A human
command?

103/8 A.V. punctuation wrong

104 fl The 62 wks are a unit; so is the 70 a unit.
Relation of the 7 wks to the 62 wks. Is there a gap?

105/2 Between the destruction of Jerusalem and the time when Cyrus
let the people go back was 49 years.

105/7-10 Captivity as distinguished from exile.

106 Messiah the Prince is possibly Cyrus

107/2 / The people of the prince that shall come
lOi/5-IO / Shall cause sacrifice oblation to cease

Fits Antiocuus E.ratier than Christ

108/5 She seventiettiweek

109 9:26,27
l0/l0 A day for a year ??
110/2 They are solar years
1.10/4 Year means st1ccessin f seasons, cycle of s:isotis

Lengtn of a year

110/10 Not a prophetic yrdifferut from a natural year.

111 Tue 70 wks not to be brisied aside as a lot of junk
111/8 Everything in Daniel is interpreted in one of turee ways:

1. s referring to laccabean times
2. s referring to 1st co.niiig of Christ
3. As referring to second coming of Christ

112 rho there is much in the Book that fits 1accabean times
this does not

112/10 Is very little outside this 9th ch. that would seem to
in any specific way be punting to christ's first coming.

113 All who don't take the critical view feel it has a grt.
deal of ief.to the first coming.
Question is: Does it refer exclusively to 1st coming.
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